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Legalizing Plural Marriage 
By Mark Goldfeder 

 
Polygamous marriages are currently recognized in nearly fifty countries worldwide. 

Although polygamy is technically illegal in the United States, it is practiced by 

members of some religious communities and a growing number of other "poly" groups. 

In the radically changing and increasingly multicultural world in which we live, the 

time has come to define polygamous marriage and address its legal feasibilities. 

 

Although Mark Goldfeder does not argue the right or wrong of plural marriage, he 

maintains that polygamy is the next step - after same-sex marriage - in the development 

of U.S. family law. Providing a road map to show how such legalization could be 

handled, he explores the legislative and administrative arguments which demonstrate 

that plural marriage is not as farfetched - or as far off - as we might think. Goldfeder 

argues not only that polygamy is in keeping with the legislative values and freedoms of 

the United States, but also that it would not be difficult to manage or administrate 

within our current legal system. His legal analysis is enriched throughout with 

examples of plural marriage in diverse cultural and historical contexts. 

 

Tackling the issue of polygamy in the United States from a legal perspective, this book 

will engage anyone interested in constitutional law, family law, or criminal law, along 

with sociologists and those who study gender and culture in modern times. 
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Legalizing Plural Marriage 
By Mark Goldfeder 

 
Polygamous marriages are currently recognized in nearly fifty countries worldwide. 

Although polygamy is technically illegal in the United States, it is practiced by 

members of some religious communities and a growing number of other "poly" groups. 

In the radically changing and increasingly multicultural world in which we live, the 

time has come to define polygamous marriage and address its legal feasibilities. 

 

Although Mark Goldfeder does not argue the right or wrong of plural marriage, he 

maintains that polygamy is the next step - after same-sex marriage - in the development 

of U.S. family law. Providing a road map to show how such legalization could be 

handled, he explores the legislative and administrative arguments which demonstrate 

that plural marriage is not as farfetched - or as far off - as we might think. Goldfeder 

argues not only that polygamy is in keeping with the legislative values and freedoms of 

the United States, but also that it would not be difficult to manage or administrate 

within our current legal system. His legal analysis is enriched throughout with 

examples of plural marriage in diverse cultural and historical contexts. 

 

Tackling the issue of polygamy in the United States from a legal perspective, this book 

will engage anyone interested in constitutional law, family law, or criminal law, along 

with sociologists and those who study gender and culture in modern times. 
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Independent Work in a Postfordist Society 
By Sergio Bologna 

 
The social condition of people working as independent professionals has been 

investigated first by the German sociologists in the Twenties. They know how to 

distinguish the knowledge workers from the intellectuals. Then, for more than 60 years 

this topic disappeared from the social analysis and from the public discussion, coming 

back to the interest of public opinion at the beginning of the Eighties, where the 

enterprises started outsourcing some professional activities and new lifestyles made 

independent work more attractive for young people. The Internet and digital 

technologies make easier to work alone. The author investigates the 'anthropological' 

difference between making a living as employee or as freelancer. He criticizes the 

wrong assumption that an independent worker is an enterprise. Freelancers belongs to 

the symbolic world of labour, they merit full citizenship in the right of labour. But they 

should come together and have more voice. 
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Hurt 
The Inspiring, Untold Story of Trauma Care 

By Catherine MD Musemeche 

 
Trauma is a disease of epidemic proportions that preys on the young, killing more 

Americans up to age thirty-seven than all other afflictions combined. Every year an 

estimated 2.8 million people are hospitalized for injuries and more than 180,000 people 

die. 

 

We take for granted that no matter how or where we are injured, someone will call 911 

and trained first responders will show up to insert IVs, stop the bleeding, and swiftly 

deliver us to a hospital staffed by doctors and nurses with the expertise necessary to 

save our lives. None of this happened on its own. 

 

Told through the eyes of a surgeon who has flown on rescue helicopters, resuscitated 

patients in trauma centers in Houston and Chicago, and operated on hundreds of 

trauma victims of all ages, Hurt takes us on a tour of the advancements in injury 

treatment from the battlefields of the Civil War to the state-of-the-art trauma centers of 

today. 

 

About the Author: 

CATHERINE MUSEMECHE, MD, is professor of surgery at the University of Texas 

Medical School. She is the author of Small: Life and Death on the Front Lines of 

Pediatric Surgery. 
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